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ABSTRACT

Dramatic vocal performance is a layered and nuanced phenomenon. It is difficult to pin down the exact aspects of a performance that make it appealing to the human ear. This work seeks to investigate how the Bio-informational Dimensions (BIDs) impact the judgments of dramatic performance, in particular for the emotion "anger". Test participants listened to pairs of utterances that were resynthesized along the BIDs of size projection and dynamicity to varying degrees to simulate dramatic expressions of anger, and then rated the utterances' differences in dramatic expression. Increased size projection significantly improved listener ratings, while higher dynamicity lowered them. These results indicate that size projection is very important to simulating anger, while dynamicity had a more ambiguous effect that warrants further investigation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Performative speech realizes itself in varied and dynamic ways. However, even with the subjective and nuanced nature of performance quality, there is no mistaking that there are some fundamental attributes and physical manipulations to dramatic speech that distinguish it from natural speech and make it appealing to the human ear [1, 2]. Researchers in both Linguistics and Artificial Intelligence have begun to probe expressive speech, which includes the specialized nature of dramatic attitudes, which would not only help us understand the nature of human expression, but also add range of expression to today’s voice agents.

With regards to expressive prosody, much of the research has focused on directly mapping acoustic parameters and F0 contours to different emotions [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Alternately, other work has examined emotional expression in context of the evolution of human communicative functions [8, 9, 10]. Xu et al [11] has expanded on these works and proposed that affective speech is controlled by the so-called Bio-informational Dimensions (BIDs), which manipulate the vocal signal of the speaker to influence the behavior of the listener. The BIDs most investigated so far are:

- Size projection: body size projected by the speaker, associated with median pitch shift, formant shift, and voice quality
- Dynamicity: vigorousness of the speaker’s speech stream, associated with pitch range and duration

These have both been found to be influential on the perception of vocal attractiveness, "poshness" and friendliness [12, 13, 14]. Therefore, this theory seems a promising framework in which to study dramatic speech.

This paper aims to observe the effects of size projection and dynamicity on listener judgment of dramatic speech, specifically dramatically angry speech. Because anger is associated with the high end of both dimensions [11], and performative speech is found to be more exaggerated than spontaneous speech [1], it was expected that speech resynthesized to exhibit high size projection and dynamicity would be perceived as most angry.

2. METHODOLOGY

A set of listening experiments was performed to assess how listener judgment of dramatic speech would change according to modulation of speech along the BIDs.

2.1. Stimuli

The stimuli for these experiments were made to target the emotion of "anger," since that is the most identifiable emotion. A 26 year old male speaker of Standard Southern British English (SSBE) recorded the base utterances. The recording was done in a soundproof recording booth in Cambridge.
University’s Phonetics Laboratory. A sentence taken from the ARCTIC Corpus - "Author of 'The Danger Trail,' Philip Steels, etc." - was used as the utterance content [15]. The speaker produced a set of recordings spoken with a neutral affect but with the varying voice qualities of "modal," "tense," and "more tense."

The utterances were then resynthesized in Praat [16], using a script adapted from stimuli generator code used in Xu et al [12]. Based on the literature survey from Xu et al [11], the emotion of anger is associated with high size projection and high dynamicity. Therefore, the utterances were manipulated upwards along each of these BIDs to different degrees and in varying combinations, in order to create different degrees of "anger."

This resulted in three different levels along each dimension, resulting in 3 x 3 = 9 utterances, and therefore 36 possible utterances. Each pair of utterances was tested twice for statistical stability, resulting in 36 x 2 = 72 total judgments. The pairs were presented in reverse order when repeated, to prevent listener bias towards one particular stimulus. All pairs were presented to the listeners in random order. The manipulation parameters for each BID are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SP Manipulation</th>
<th>Voice Quality</th>
<th>Formant Shift</th>
<th>Pitch Shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+2</td>
<td>More tense</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>Tense</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>−0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Modal</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Size projection Praat resynthesis parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamicity Manipulation</th>
<th>Pitch Range</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Dynamicity Praat resynthesis parameters

2.2. Experimental Setup

The listening experiment was conducted online on the platform Gorilla. There were a total of 30 participants, all speakers of SSBE. There were 10 males, 19 females and 1 non-binary participant, all of whom ranged between the ages of 18 and 50, and were resident in southeast United Kingdom.

Participants were presented with stimuli pairs and asked to compare how "dramatically angry" the utterances were compared to each other by indicating their preference on this rating scale:
1. Clip A sounds much more dramatically angry.
2. Clip A sounds slightly more dramatically angry.
3. Both clips sound equally dramatically angry.
4. Clip B sounds slightly more dramatically angry.
5. Clip B sounds much more dramatically angry.

Therefore, if a listener felt the first utterance they heard was much more dramatically angry, they would select option 1, and would select option 5 if they thought that of the second sound clip.

2.3. Testing Alternate Synthesis Bases

To test how participants would react to vocal manipulations on voices that already had emotion applied, another experiment was carried out using emotional voices as a synthesis base. The same speaker recorded another set of recordings in an "angry" voice. The base utterance was similarly resynthesized in Praat, but instead of up each of the BIDs, it was manipulated one step up and one step down. These were similarly grouped into pairs and presented to participants to compare in the same manner. Voice quality was not included in the parameters included in these size projection manipulations, since it was difficult for the speaker to modulate his voice quality while speaking in an "angry" affectation. The manipulation parameters for each BID for this particular stimuli set are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SP Manipulation</th>
<th>Formant Shift</th>
<th>Pitch Shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Size projection resynthesis parameters in Praat for an emotional synthesis base

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamicity Manipulation</th>
<th>Pitch Range</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Dynamicity resynthesis parameters in Praat for an emotional synthesis base
3. RESULTS

A MANOVA was conducted on the results of the tests with both neutral and emotional synthesis bases. An ANOVA was also performed to observe size projection effects for specific pairs of stimuli at specific dynamicity levels, as well as an ANOVA to observe the reverse.

3.1. Neutral Synthesis Base

Figure 1 shows the effect of size projection and dynamicity on listener ratings. The listener trials were divided into three groups of size projection differences: -1 (1 size projection to 0 size projection), +1 (1 size projection to 2 size projection), and +2 (0 size projection to 2 size projection). The MANOVA showed a very significant upward effect of size projection ($F = 147.2, p < 2e-16$) on listener judgments, even between all three difference groups.

The listener trials were similarly divided into three groups of dynamicity differences. This analysis showed a significant effect of dynamicity ($F = 9.715, p = 7.17e-05$). A closer examination using the Bonferroni correction shows no significant effect between the trials with a -1 difference versus a +1 difference ($p = 1.000$), while there was a definitely significant effect between those of a -1 difference versus a +2 difference ($p = 0.00011$). Contrary to the prediction that listener ratings would increase as dynamicity increased, the ratings decreased significantly in this case.

As expected, for the ANOVA of size projection effects at specific dynamicity levels, increased size projection did have a significant effect on listener ratings at all levels of dynamicity, and is quite apparent at the +2 dynamicity level ($F = 60.45, p < 2.16e-16$). As shown in Figure 2, there is a very pronounced effect between the -1 and +1 size projection levels ($p = 8.9e-14$), as well as between -1 and +2 ($p < 2.00e-16$), but interestingly the effect is minimal between +1 and +2 ($p = 0.1$), which suggests there is a threshold to this effect.

A similar ANOVA for dynamicity showed this BID has a significant effect, but only at the +2 size projection level ($F = 7.939, p = 0.000499$), and is nowhere near as pronounced as the size projection effect at the same dynamicity level. As shown in Figure 3, the effect is most pronounced between the -1 and +2 size projection difference groups ($p = 0.0078$). As with the MANOVA analysis, the direction of the effect of dynamicity with regard to listener ratings was downwards rather than upwards.

3.2. Emotional synthesis base

Figure 4 shows the results of the listening test using stimuli resynthesized from an emotional synthesis base. As predicted, there was a substantially significant effect of size projection ($F = 147.2, p < 2e-16$), especially between -1 and +1 ($p < 2e-16$)
and between -1 and +2 (p < 2e-16) size projection differences.

Figure 4: Ratings of dramatic anger across all trials for emotional synthesis base, where A shows the ratings for each size projection difference, while B shows ratings for each dynamicity difference.

The MANOVA for dynamicity also revealed a significant effect (F = 9.715, p = 7.17e$^{-5}$), most evident between trials of -1 and +2 dynamicity difference (p = 1.1e$^{-4}$), while quite minimal between trials of -1 and +1 dynamicity difference (p = 1.000).

4. DISCUSSION

Based on Xu et al [11] and other literature observing emotional acoustic correlates [17, 18, 19], these experiments utilized the assumption that anger is associated with higher size projection and dynamicity. Based on the study from Jurgens et al [1] observing acoustic differences between natural and acted speech, it was predicted that experimental participants would find utterances with more exaggerated features associated with anger to sound more "dramatic."

The MANOVA and individual ANOVAs for the main (neutral base) listening test indicate that size projection has a significant effect on what listeners consider to be "dramatic anger," which confirms findings in the literature [13]. Listeners consistently found utterances with higher size projection more dramatically angry. In the individual ANOVAs, however, this effect was not always linear, as listener ratings plateaued at higher dynamicity levels. This suggests that at a certain threshold, either the stimuli at higher dynamicity levels sounded similar, or listeners did not respond as well to more exaggerated acoustic features.

Dynamicity also had a significant, but not as pronounced, effect. Contrary to the prediction that listeners would rate utterances with higher dynamicity as more dramatically angry, ratings decreased when dynamicity increased. There are a few considerations for this effect. An inspection of the resynthesized stimuli, found that artificial manipulation of stimuli pitch range and duration in Praat did not consistently manipulate the pitch range, especially when it was meant to be increased. It is possible that while attempting to increase both size projection and dynamicity, lowering the pitch median cancelled out increases to pitch range. This consequence of the resynthesis process would explain why listeners seemed to find stimuli at higher dynamicity levels similar. However, it is noteworthy that when the pitch range increase did work, and the pitch range of the neutral control (508.9 Hz) is compared to that of the +2 size projection/+2 dynamicity stimulus (516.9 Hz), listener ratings still decreased, meaning that dynamicity may still have an effect on listener perception. The results of the MANOVA from the emotional synthesis base test could be interpreted to support this conclusion, as they show a significant effect of both size projection and dynamicity.

These results call into the question the assumptions around anger and the BIDs espoused at the outset of the experiment. While these may not have necessarily been wrongful, it is possible they did not correlate with listener expectations of what "dramatic anger" sounds like. It is also worth considering whether specific parameters always strictly correlate with a specific BID.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper attempted to discover if the BIDs of size projection and dynamicity contribute to listener judgment of performative anger when used to artificially manipulate utterances. It was predicted that listeners would find utterances with higher size projection and dynamicity more dramatically angry. While size projection and dynamicity both had significant effects, the effect of the former was larger. Higher size projection improved listener ratings showing it is quite impactful for listeners. Unexpectedly higher dynamicity lowered ratings.

The study also has interesting implications about the impact of dynamicity and how it correlates with the emotion of anger. While the resynthesis process performed this manipulation imperfectly, this calls into question listener expectations of dramatic anger and whether this was reflected in the stimuli. Further research should investigate these correlations and the nuances of different emotional subsets.
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